Netsurit Impersonation Protection
powered by Sendmarc

Let’s put an end to
phishing expeditions.

Your domain should be exactly that. Yours.

Fraudulent emails sent by people pretending to be legitimate to trick you into divulging personal information (such as
banking details, account numbers or passwords) is nothing new. But despite how familiar we have become with this
phenomenon; email phishing continues to increase with each passing year.
Even today, in most cases, unauthenticated emails are not rejected by the server that receives them. Without the
right email protection, it is almost impossible for you to tell if that email in your inbox came from a legitimate source
- or that the email your recipient receives really came from you.
But what many businesses do not realise is that there are technical solutions that can prevent the problem of
fraudulent emails being sent from their domains, the best being to implement a DMARC (Domain-based Message
Authentication, Reporting & Conformance) policy on your domain. DMARC is a world-recognised technical standard
that protects email domains from spam, spoofing and phishing.

Introducing Netsurit Impersonation Protection,
powered by Sendmarc.
Netsurit Impersonation Protection compliance software, powered by Sendmarc, brings together the four global email
authentication standards to either stop email impersonation or make it impossible altogether. Fully compliant with
DMARC, it makes your business’s brand domain secure and protects its reputation, while improving mail deliverability
and providing visibility across all legitimate and illegitimate emails.
How your domain will benefit:
Security:
Ensuring no attackers can send email
impersonation / spoofing attacks on your domain.
Compliance:
Ensuring staff can only send their mail via group
approved email servers. This ensures correct record
management of all email communication.

Our scope of work includes the following:

Monitoring and Analysis email flow on your domain.

Authorise Legitimate senders and configure them
according to global standards.

Quarantine non-compliant email.
Visibility:
Gaining full visibility of all servers, both legitimate
and illegitimate, that are sending email from
your domain.
Delivery:
Improving your email delivery, making
sure it arrives in the inbox and not the spam bucket.

Reject non-compliant email.

Actively protect your domains from new
impersonation attacks.

With the partnership between Sendmarc and Netsurit, it is our passion and our mission to make the internet a safer
place by protecting a business’s staff, customers, suppliers – and the rest of the world – from email impersonation
attacks on their domain. Given the fact that over 90% of internet fraud begins with a phishing email, there has
a never been a better time to contact us on 011 555 7000 or info@netsurit.com

